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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer requires the option for supervisors to
"supervise" junior engineers as they are performing certain
activities.
For this functionality, you have created a new "Supervision"
internal activity to manually link these activities so they
start at the same time by different resources.
Which option is a valid way to configure this?
A. Create a new (simultaneous) Link Template with default
values.
B. Create a new (simultaneous) Link Template with "Different
Resources" Assignment Constraint.
C. Create a new (related) Link Template with default values.
D. Create a new (related) Link Template with "Different
Resources" Assignment Constraint.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/field-service/18a/facmu/w
orking-with- activities.html#t_createActivityLinkTypes

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is a non repetitive set of tasks that
lead to the achievement of a new objective?
A. Tactics
B. Techniques
C. Plan
D. Strategy
Answer: C
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